Brexit means … remain!
The ruling class is divided over whether its best bet is to create a ‘Brexit’ in name only, or to re-run the referendum in the hopes
of reversing the leave vote altogether.
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2018) Likewise, the IWGB has called for a second
referendum – or at least for the government to ensure that
Britain remains in the single market. It is a shame that a
union so active and successful in fighting for the rights of
some of the most precarious workers in Britain either lacks
the political understanding or will to place the long-term
interests of workers above their short-term interests.
Labour’s shadow chancellor John McDonnell has revealed
that his party would support a referendum on the deal if a
general election is not held, with the party’s principal
objection being that the deal “fails to provide for a
permanent UK-EU customs union and strong single market”.
Labour’s Brexit resolution, adopted at its recent party
conference, sets out near-impossible conditions for any deal
and vetoes a no-deal Brexit, in effect setting Labour
squarely against Brexit. (Labour will inevitably back second
Brexit referendum, says McDonnell by Jessica Elgot and
Heather Stewart, The Guardian, 28 November 2018) For all
of the intrigue and in-fighting among the big two parties,
they are not arguing over much at all – both want to see
Britain retain its membership of the customs union in some
form or other. The argument is mostly over how this can be
presented to the public as ‘Brexit’; and whether the public
can be persuaded to accept a second referendum without
losing all faith in British bourgeois democracy now that the
‘full horror’ of leaving the EU has been made clear to them.
If we truly want to fight against austerity, privatisation, the
loss of our jobs, homes, hospitals and everything else that
we value, we must not allow the referendum result to be
overturned. The short-term consequences may well be
painful, since the working-class movement at the present
time is weak and the capitalists are stronger, and Brexit will
only be the first step, but landing this blow will weaken the
class enemy and set British workers on the road to
organising for their own interests, against the interests of
the bourgeoisie. The first step to realising a decent future
for our children is to recognise that workers and capitalists
have opposing interests. What makes capitalists strong,
makes workers weak; what makes capitalists weak gives
workers opportunities to become strong. To effectively
organise and exercise working-class power we must be
guided by the understanding that we need to kick out the
class-collaborationist traitors from our midst and organise
on the basis of class against class!
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